DANCING SHOES

Em, G/D, CM7, Bm7, CM7, Bm7, A9, A9

Em G/D CM7 Bm7
DANCING SHOES ON THE WALL ABOVE YOUR BEDSIDE
CM7 Bm7 A9 A9

Em G/D CM7 Bm7
SAW IT ALL AS WE PERFORMED OUR PIROUETTE
CM7 Bm7 A9 A9

Em G/D CM7 Bm7
FLESHES FUSED AS THE FLICKER OF THE CANDLES
CM7 Bm7 A9 A9

Em G/D CM7 Bm7
THREW UPON THE WALL A SINGLE SILHOUETTE.
CM7 Bm7 A9 A9

Em G/B C G/B A A Am
"TU ES DANS MA COUER ET DANS MA TETE"

Em G/B CM7 Bm7
DANCING SHOES, WE HAVE LOVED ON DISTANT BEACHES
CM7 Bm7 A9 A9

Em G/B CM7 Bm7
WHERE THE WINTER NEVER REACHES. THERE WE FELL.
CM7 Bm7 A9 A9

Em G/B CM7 Bm7
DYING SWAN ON THE DAWN YOU DANCED BEFORE ME
CM7 Bm7 A9 A9

Em G/D GM7 G/B A9 Am
"QUI PEUT DIRE LE FAUX ET LE RE EL?"

Em (4), Am (4), Em (4), Am (4), Am, B7, Em, Em,
Doo Doo
Am, B7, Em, E, AM, B7, Em, Em, B7, (ritard) B7

Em G/D Cm7 Bm7
DANCING SHOES, THOUGH THE DISTANCES DIVIDE US
CM7 Bm7 A9 A9

Em G/D CM7 Bm7
THERE'S A PARADISE INSIDE US WE CAN'T loose
CM7 B7 Em G/D, CM7

Em G/D CM7, B7, Em9, Em9
ME AND YOU DANCE A "PAS DE DEUX" FOREVER
CM7 B7 Em G/D, CM7

AND I PRAY YOU NEVER SHED YOUR DANCING SHOES.

Em, G/D, CM7, Em, G/D, CM7, B7, Em9, Em9
Ooh Ooh Ooh